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What Do You Expect? 
 
If I expect that everyone will act as I think they should, and that every 
event will turn out as I want, disappointment and frustration will be 
waiting on the other side of almost every door I open. If happiness is 
equated with our will being done, a “happy face” will not likely be our 
signature image. Our expectations have much to do with happiness, 
but only if we modify them to match the realities around us, and also if 
we take into account our gifts and limitations, our skills and our 
weaknesses, our interests and dislikes, and our hopes and fears.  
 
We determine what we will expect from relationships with friends, 
associates, and family members, as well as the benefits and problems 
we expect to find in work, recreation, study, and all other activities. 
We have two excellent and readily available resources to aid us in 
adjusting our expectations: reflection, and prayer. 
 
Reflection enables us to look honestly at our experiences, so that we 
learn to recognize ever more quickly the distinction between reasoned 
thoughts and impulsive wishes, between facts and fantasies, and 
between love and “looking good.” Having gained some clarity, we 
know what we can reasonably expect. We can learn, for example, from 
having “won” an argument that harmed a relationship, to expect that 
differences of opinion are resolved more readily when both sides have 
been heard rather than one side being forcefully presented. We change 
our expectations, based on realistic observation of the effects of our 
actions and others’ responses, upon others’ actions and our responses.  
 
Reflecting upon our experiences can be pleasurable, as we learn what 
works to our benefit and that of our associates and what leads to 
dissonance within our own spirits and between us and those around 
us. Rather than accumulating knowledge of facts that are external to 
us, we become more familiar with our own particular options for 
judging the relative value of our words and actions, as well as the 
words and actions of others that have effects on us. We find, through 
reflection on the consequential events of the immediate past, what we 
can expect from future events.   
 
Prayer enables us to seek and to find an ever more complete and full 
set of expectations that match who we are as beloved children of God. 
One almost inevitable consequence of consulting God is that we grow 
in trust of what God wants for us, and rely less on some of our 
uninspired ideas and beliefs about the actions that will bring us 
happiness and fulfillment. Every least encounter with God enables us 
to trust a bit more that God’s will is never opposed to our well-being. 
Who of us, in an experience of prayer, has ever received from God a 
directive that caused us injury or diminishment? We have all been 
challenged at times, and perhaps frightened, with clear understanding 
of decisions that we should take. But God does not expect anything of 
us that is in any way contrary to the gifts of human life and freedom 
that we have received. Prayer is a form of communication in which our 
expectations of God and of ourselves become ever more finely tuned 
to our welfare and that of all other people.  
 
When we pray, we engage the most helpful means for understanding 
and modifying our expectations: hope. Hope is the spiritual side of 
expectations. Hope is always positive, a pure gift from God. If we are 
troubled about an expectation that we have in mind, or one that we 
think someone has of us, placing the matter in the hands of God who 
loves us leads naturally to hope. God’s Spirit gently guides our minds 
and hearts to expect that all the realities which we cannot ourselves 
change will yet work for our benefit.  
 
If we expect that God will be good to us and to everyone, our 
expectations are open to the reality encompassing all that exists. 
